
A STRONG IMMUNE
SYSTEM IS KEY

Remember, Always Start With Your Gut

2 SUPPLEMENTS THAT YOU CAN’T GO
WITHOUT
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A strong immune
system is the best
protection you have
against viral and
bacterial infections.

Our immune system is a highly intelligent

‘military force’ and given the right

nutritional support and environment, it will

take care of all those nasty bugs you may

come into contact with. 

When your immune system is not working

properly you stand a higher chance of being

taken out by those nasty bugs you come into

contact with, making your recovery a long and

tiring road.

An unhealthy gut
will result in
colds, flu and
infections
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Around 70 – 80% of your immune system can be

found in the gut in the form of gut associated

lymphoid tissue, or GALT. An unhealthy, sluggish gut

will result in ineffective immune function resulting in

colds, flu and infections, whereas when your gut is

healthy, with plenty of friendly bacteria, the immune

system receptor cells are supported providing a

protective barrier within your colon and intestines.

Maintaining a healthy balance of bacteria in your gut

will result in the food being more effectively broken

down and the nutrients it contains can be better

absorbed. Friendly bacteria in your gut provides a

barrier against those harmful bugs that enter your

system and a good population of friendly bacteria in

the digestive system also helps to keep inflammation

under control, balancing pH throughout the digestive

tract and creating a better environment for your

immune cells to thrive.

MiBiotix DAILYBIOTIC

IT IS EVEN MORE IMPORTANT THAN TAKING A DAILY

MULTI-VITAMIN.
Not only does MiBiotix DAILYBIOTIC support good digestive function, boost immunity and respiratory

health but it should, in fact, be first on your list of supplements that you take on a daily basis. IT IS

EVEN MORE IMPORTANT THAN TAKING A DAILY MULTI-VITAMIN.

All health and wellbeing starts with the gut.

When taken on a regular basis MiBiotix

DAILYBIOTIC will support the microflora

balance in the gut and your general

health. MiBiotix DAILYBIOTIC will give your

body all the tools it needs to ward off those

nasty viruses by keeping your immune

system healthy and strong, giving you peace

to enjoy good health, every day. Also

available in chew tabs for kids.

Maintaining a
healthy balance

BUY NOW
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https://mibiotix.co.za/product/mibiotix-db-dailybiotic-capsules-30s/


bacillus subtilis
enhances the strength of the GALT

Research has shown that regular use of the a

specific probiotic, Bacillus subtilis, promotes

the development of the GALT, keeping the gut

healthy, alleviating excessive inflammation

in the gut, boosting the immune, system and

reducing the occurrence of respiratory and

gastrointestinal infections. 

Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled

clinical studies done in collaboration with an

independent expert in gastroenterology and

immunology in Paris demonstrated that  Bacillus

subtilis significantly increases Secretory 

Immunoglobulins (sIgA) levels in the intestine by

87% and in the saliva by 45%.

Boosts your
immunity by
keeping the gut
healthy
MIBIOTIX - IMMUNE IH 
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MIBIOTIX 
immune ih

maintaining a powerful immune system
MiBiotix IMMUNE HEALTH is natural and safe to use for the whole family providing

protection from common respiratory and gastrointestinal infections.  MiBiotix

IMMUNE HEALTH helps to maintain a powerful immune system keeping you

healthy and performing well every day.

Gut microflora are a key driver of

immune function. Changes in the gut

microflora and immune function lead to

increased susceptibility to gut and

respiratory infections. All health and

wellbeing starts with the gut. When

taken on a regular basis MiBiotix

IMMUNE IH will support the microflora

balance in the gut.

the first line
of defence
sIgA are antibodies of the

immune system, secreted by the

mucosal surfaces where they

constitute the FIRST LINE OF BODY

DEFENCE

against toxins, viruses and

bacterial infections. 

sIgA are key elements aiding in the

protection of the respiratory and

intestinal lining. They catch toxins,

viruses, and bacteria, preventing their

interactions with the respiratory and

intestinal lining.

BUY NOW
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ALWAYS

START WITH

YOUR GUT.

Thank you for sharing your time
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